The Next-Gen Low Code / No Code Platform for the Financial Markets

- Reduces work effort by more than 80%
- Supports high complexity enterprise financial markets use cases
- Reduces operational costs and risks

I was able scope out what I needed on a Tuesday, and by the following Thursday, I had a GUI on my desk.”

Brian Bejile, MD Global Head of Loan Portfolio Trading, E-Trading for Loans & CLOs, Citibank

The Genesis Platform

- 50+ composable building blocks
- Always-growing library is infinitely flexible and versatile

Tooling for building and orchestration

- Tools to quickly create, migrate and operate your Genesis applications

Native-built with modern technologies

- Microservices, cloud platforms, APIs, open source, and more

Trusted by

Discover what the Genesis platform can do for your business
Genesis Use Cases and Case Studies

Legacy Innovation
Genesis is used to wrap around core legacy systems to allow for scale, innovation and creative problem solving.
READ THE USE CASE

New Industry Applications
Low code / no code technology has enabled XP to transform from broker-dealer to platform marketplace, and their journey to Brazil’s largest IPO and beyond.
READ THE CASE STUDY

New e-Platforms
ChinaFICC’s Trade Execution Platform uses low code / no code to unlock competition in a rigorous regulatory landscape.
READ THE CASE STUDY

EUC/Spreadsheet Replacements
ING built their Credit Insurance Application with the Genesis Platform and is using low code to innovate on processing and workflow for loan underwriting.
READ THE CASE STUDY

The New Paradigm: Buy To Build
Buy to Build is the model that delivers the velocity, flexibility and control companies need to thrive in a world where speed to innovation wins.
READ THE WHITEPAPER

Genesis Investors
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Discover what the Genesis platform can do for your business